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SUCCESS AT MOTORLAND!

ESBK  ROUND 3: MOTORLAND ARAGÓN
Round 3 bought some ups and downs with 3 crashes over the weekend across the 
entire team. A double podium in the Moto4 race which leaves Benat 30 points clear 
in the Moto4 championship.






Hi there,

I regret to inform you that we are having to cancel the RC390 exhaust you have on order 
due to an unforeseen circumstance.
I will have your order cancelled and the money refunded straight away.
We thank you for your business and apologise for any inconvenience caused.

Regards

James 

PRE MOTO 3 DOUBLE TOP 10

Ben Austin keeps improving and managed a double top ten at Motorland and posted lap times that would put him 
with the front group.

A more difficult weekend for Eitan Gras with two crashes but fought back to gain vital point in race two after a crash 
early on.



Round 4: 
15/07/2021 - 18/07/2021  
CIRCUIT DE BARCELONA-

CATALUNYA

Yaroslav fought a hard race running 2nd to his 
team mate for the entire race but got pipped 
at the line and finished 3rd.

Juanes had a difficult weekend with a big crash which 
halted his weekend. Rider OK and ready for round 4.
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